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Chapter 3501: Going to Make A Fortune (6) 

 

Moreover, the safe path that Huang Yueli led them through just now has also become unsafe. 

The four guards were attacked by evil qi and they fell to the ground on their knees, trying their best to 

suppress the evil qi. 

Huang Yueli quickly shouted out to them: “Brother Tianyi! You guys have to hurry up and enter the ball 

of light, quick! It’s safer inside than outside! Besides, the ball of light is about to start teleporting! If you 

don’t come in again, you all will die outside!” 

Li Tianyi and the others were already rushing towards the ball of light. When they heard this, their 

hearts trembled. They immediately used all their strength and rushed in with all their might. 

Six people squeezed into the small ball of light, which was actually very crowded. 

Moreover, Li Tianyi and the others obviously did not have the strength of Li Moying. Under the 

oppression of the pressure inside the ball of light, their faces were all pale, but they could only support 

themselves with all their strength. 

Fortunately, the time for the entrance to open will soon arrive. 

After persisting for more than ten breaths, the ball of light suddenly began to spin rapidly. 

The people in the ball of light were all dizzy and nauseated. Only Huang Yueli felt a little better because 

she was protected in Li Moying’s embrace. 

They didn’t know how long it took before the ball of light stopped spinning, and at the same time, the 

coercion gradually dissipated. 

Everyone opened their eyes and found that they were already in a completely unfamiliar land. 

“This is the abode of Saint Iniquitous Shadow…” 

As Huang Yueli spoke, she looked at the surrounding environment thoughtfully. 

Just now, when she encountered such a sudden change when she entered the secret realm, she thought 

that the interior of this secret realm would also be full of dangers. 

But, in fact, the abode of this astonishingly powerful senior cultivator was…completely different from 

what they imagined. 

“This looks a little too ordinary!” Li Tianer exclaimed out loud. 

Although the other guards didn’t speak, they all had expressions of surprise on their faces. 

This secret realm looks very small, with a radius of only a dozen miles, and the end could be seen at a 

glance. 



The centre of the secret realm was an exquisite and beautiful hut surrounded by many rockeries and 

ponds. 

The surrounding area was a reclaimed farmland, where many rare medicinal herbs were planted and 

some spirit beasts were raised. 

Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up when she saw those herbs. 

These medicinal herbs themselves were rare high-level materials, and they have been sealed in this 

secret realm for tens of thousands of years, and yet they still look so lush. 

These were ten thousand year old medicinal materials! 

Any one of them was a priceless treasure! 

The refined elixir would be more than a hundred times more effective than ordinary elixirs! 

However, after a short period of excitement, Huang Yueli frowned slightly. 

Because, this secret realm looks too ordinary. For ordinary cultivators in the God Realm, this size was a 

very spacious residence. Moreover, the environment was so good, and the profound energy was so rich, 

it was simply a treasure trove with good feng shui. 

However, for a top exponent who was proficient in both the Divine and Sky Devil wayslike the Saint 

Iniquitous Shadow, it seems too shabby! 

Although Huang Yueli has never seen the cave abodes of other exponents of the Fate Profound Realm, 

even if she thinks about it with her toes, she knows that it was absolutely impossible to be so ordinary! 

At least a grand palace must be built, surrounded by countless arrays and traps, a magnificent world 

with a large number of servants to serve him, right? 

But these, the Saint Iniquitous Shadows didn’t seem to have them here. 

“Young Master, Madame, what should we do now…?” 

The guards didn’t dare to move rashly, they all turned their eyes to Li Moying and Huang Yueli, waiting 

for their instruction. 
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Huang Yueli frowned and thought for a while, before saying: “The map only shows the location of the 

secret realm, but not the situation inside the secret realm. There is no other way now, we can only go 

ahead and have a look.” 

Everyone was already eager to explore. After hearing Huang Yueli’s words, they all looked in the 

direction of the hut. 

In the entire secret realm, there was only one house. According to common sense, most of the most 

valuable things should be in the hut. 



Huang Yueli hurriedly added, “Although I don’t feel any danger now, everyone should proceed with 

caution. I always feel that the abode of the Saint Iniquitous Shadow is not such a simple place…” 

When they entered just now, they had narrowly escaped unscathed. 

This was enough to prove that Saint Iniquitous Shadow had arrangements inside and outside the secret 

realm, and it was impossible for people to take away his life’s collection so easily. 

The guards hurriedly nodded in agreement, followed Huang Yueli’s instructions, and walked towards the 

hut along the path in the medicine field. 

Li Moying was not in a hurry, and slowly followed Huang Yueli. 

At the beginning, Huang Yueli put up all her energy and was always observing and sensing the 

surrounding situation, ready to deal with all kinds of emergencies emerging at any time. 

However, nothing unusual happened until everyone reached the door of the hut. 

Li Tianyi and the others subconsciously stopped and turned to look at Huang Yueli, not daring to open 

the door. 

Huang Yueli studied the door of the hut as she slowly looked up and down, looked around, and finally 

said in a low voice: “There seems to be nothing unusual… There is not even a defensive array! Could it 

be that we just went in like this?” 

If things were so easy and simple, it would be unbelievable! 

Having lived two lives, she had explored quite a few secret realms, and she had never encountered such 

a situation. 

Could it be that the secret realm of the God Realm is different from the Lower Realm, that’s why it was 

so different? 

This situation was so weird that even Huang Yueli was a little uncertain, so she looked back at Li Moying. 

Li Moying contemplated for a while before he said,”There shouldn’t be any traps here, everyone just go 

in!” 

Huang Yueli did not expect that his tone would be so full of confidence, so she couldn’t help being 

startled. 

“Are you sure?” 

Li Moying nodded, “Yes!” 

After Li Moying said that, Huang Yueli naturally chose to trust him. She raised her hand and waved at the 

four guards, “Let’s go in and have a look then!” 

“Yes!” 

Li Tianyi and the others immediately stepped forward, first tentatively pushing the door open. 



The door creaked and trembled a bit, and a lot of dust fell when they pushed it open—as expected, 

there was no trap! 

Watching Li Tianyi and the others enter the hut, Huang Yueli did not rush to follow, but turned around 

and gave Li Moying a strange look, “Moying, how do you know that there is no danger in this hut?” 

Li Moying met her doubtful bright eyes, and said softly, “I don’t know why? However, the evil qi 

pervading here makes me feel very comfortable, and it is even easier to absorb than the profound 

energy of heaven and earth. I inhaled it unintentionally. A trace of evil qi in my body turned into the 

cultivation base in my body… The surrounding environment also gave me a familiar and close feeling…” 

Huang Yueli was stunned for a moment, “What? How is it possible?” 

She subconsciously mobilized the profound energy in her body, and immediately after, a look of 

astonishment appeared on her face! 
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Because, she found that, like Li Moying, her profound strength in the body has also been significantly 

improved! 

Aware of this, Huang Yueli almost exclaimed: “What’s going on? Why can these evil qi be absorbed by 

ordinary cultivators like us? We have never practiced the evil way!” 

Huang Yueli had never thought of such a situation before! 

Because, judging from the rumors about evil cultivators circulating in the God Realm, the cultivation 

methods of evil cultivators should be completely different from ordinary cultivators, especially the way 

of absorbing energy and enhancing their own strength. 

As an ordinary cultivator, when one comes into contact with evil qi, one should only feel discomfort. 

How could it make them feel very comfortable instead? 

“What kind of techniques does this Saint Iniquitous Shadow practice? Why is it so strange??” 

Huang Yueli suddenly became nervous! 

When things go wrong, there’s a bad reason behind it! 

The evil qi here was so strange, it may not be a good thing! Maybe they feel good when they absorb it 

now, and they can enhance their own strength. When the amount of absorption reaches a certain level, 

they suffer a backlash instead! 

Li Moying didn’t seem so worried, he shook his head and said, “I think it’s not the Saint Iniquitous 

Shadow that is strange, but… us!” 

Huang Yueli was stunned, “What do you mean?” 

Li Moying said: “I deliberately walked at the end just now and observed Tianyi and the others’ reactions. 

After they entered the secret realm, they were obviously affected by evil qi. Although the concentration 

of evil qi here is not high, it also caused them a lot of damage. With a certain amount of damage, the 

speed and intensity of their attacks have weakened a lot compared to when they were outside…” 



“However, I think my speed has improved a lot! Why are Big Brother Tianyi and the others like this?” 

Huang Yueli raised her hands and put them in front of her eyes, her face full of doubts. 

But soon, a flash of light suddenly flashed in her mind! 

“Could it be because…because…” 

She looked at Li Moying in disbelief, “Is it because of the technique of splitting the soul? We have used 

the technique of splitting the soul before, so we already have the foundation of the evil way in our body, 

so we can absorb these evil qi?” 

Li Moying nodded and said, “I guessed the same way, this is the only explanation. Moreover, before I 

entered the secret realm, I guessed that such a situation would occur. Because, in order to cast the soul-

splitting technique , I did cultivate the practices left by the Saint Iniquitous Shadows, and these were 

used to enhance the strength of the primordial spirit, so even if I was reincarnated later, I was still 

affected by these practices. But… …” 

He paused, his eyes fell on Huang Yueli, and he frowned slightly, “However, I didn’t expect you to be so 

sensitive to these evil qi! According to common sense, after my primordial spirit was unified, those 

practices should not affect you anymore.” 

Huang Yueli blinked her eyes, quickly analyzing the situation in front of her mind. 

“I’m guessing that although I have given you back the part of the primordial spirit that you gave me, but 

because of the past ten years, my consciousness has been influenced by you, and it was also cultivating 

these practices under subtle influence. Therefore, although I don’t feel it myself, I can be considered to 

have cultivated these as well!” 

“It can only be explained like this now.” Li Moying nodded slightly. 
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The two of them looked at each other, and they both saw a trace of worry in each other’s eyes. 

Although these evil qi seem to be very helpful to their cultivation, and for the time being, they don’t 

seem to have any negative effects on their bodies. 

But, this was evil qi after all! 

According to the legends, evil cultivators transformed the energy absorbed from living people and devil 

stones into evil qi! 

What would the result be if such evil power enters the meridians? If it was rejected and countered, it 

will cause serious consequences and they might even experience a qi deviation and go crazy! 

Moreover, there have always been legends in the God Realm that cultivators who practice evil methods 

will gradually become bloodthirsty and brutal, losing their humanity. They don’t want to become like 

this! 



Seeing that Huang Yueli was a little uneasy, Li Moying reached out and grabbed her little hand, “Little 

Li’er, don’t worry, it seems that these evil qi are only good for us. Let’s try not to absorb them, just the 

little bit we inhaled earlier, it shouldn’t have much impact.” 

Huang Yueli glanced at him, and slightly curled her lips, “I’m alright! It’s just a little bit of evil qi! Now 

that we’re ready, it’s enough to keep these evil qi out!” 

Li Moying smiled, and held her hand, “I don’t know what good things they found but they’re actually 

yelling inside, come on, let’s go in and have a look!” 

Huang Yueli nodded with a smile, and followed him forward. 

However, the moment Li Moying turned his head, the smile on Huang Yueli’s face disappeared, and her 

eyes were full of worry. 

What she said just now was actually just to comfort him. 

In fact, although she wasn’t worried about her situation, she was secretly worried for Li Moying. 

If she simply inhaled a little bit of evil qi, Huang Yueli didn’t believe that there would be much trouble, 

so she could just find a way to refine it in the future. 

However, Li Moying actually cultivated evil practices from so many years ago! 

Back then, Li Moying used the soul splitting technique to protect her last bit of consciousness, so he 

made such a bad move! Although Li Moying said it lightly, as if he had only cultivated for a few days, 

Huang Yueli actually had some memories of Li Moying’s previous life. He has worked hard on those 

practices, and with his amazing talent and comprehension, he has gained quite a deep attainment… 

It’s just that, when they were in the lower realm, Huang Yueli and the others had limited knowledge and 

didn’t know what evil practices meant. 

Thinking about it now, Li Moying planted a ticking time bomb in his body by doing so. 

As if sensing that Huang Yueli was distracted, Li Moying suddenly turned his head, “Little Li’er, what’s 

wrong with you? Why haven’t you spoken and why are you walking so slowly?” 

Huang Yueli suddenly came back to her senses, “Ah? I…I was thinking…” 

“What are you thinking?” Li Moying’s starry eyes flickered slightly, staring closely at her delicate face. 

Huang Yueli was at a loss for words for a moment. 

What she was thinking was that she must carefully search for the treasures left by the Saint Iniquitous 

Shadow. It would be best to get a few more sets of evil practices and study them carefully to find out 

what effect these practices have on the cultivators. 

However, this could not be said to Li Moying. 

Just when she was in a dilemma, she suddenly felt a burst of noisy voices coming from her Sky Phoenix 

Ring. 

“Big Female Devil, I want to go out! Let me out quickly!” Little Wang Cai yelled. 
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Huang Yueli was taken aback by the sound that suddenly sounded in her mind, and hurriedly relaxed the 

restraint. 

The next moment, a young phoenix appeared beside them. 

Little Wang Cai has grown quite large now, the size of a white crane and with its wings fully stretched 

out, its wingspan could reach a length of more than one metre. 

However, compared with the real adult big phoenix, it was still a very small one. 

Seeing Wang Cai suddenly appear, Li Moying was immediately distracted and looked at it in 

astonishment, “How did this little thing come out?” 

Before Huang Yueli could speak, Li Moying suddenly frowned, “Why are you…?” 

“What?” Huang Yueli was confused by his words. 

But the next moment, Li Moying’s little purple Qilin also appeared on the grass. 

The Little Qilin was obviously bigger than Wang Cai! 

Because it stayed with Li Moying in the Cloudy Qilin Clan for a whole year. Although the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan had the experience of raising Qilins millions of years ago and Qilins were rare now, there were still 

a lot of breeding secrets left by senior masters. 

The prodigal Little Qilin was fed a lot of thunder-type materials every day, and with training, it’s strength 

improved greatly. 

Originally, when it was in the lower realm, it was much smaller than Little Wang Cai and was always 

bullied by Little Wang Cai, but now, Little Wang Cai can no longer bully it. On the contrary, he was often 

beaten… 

Seeing the appearance of the Little Qilin, Little Wang Cai immediately fluttered his wings and flew to 

high ground. 

And Little Qilin’s first reaction was to jump up and pounce towards the flaming red phoenix in the sky! 

“Chirp chirp chirp!!” 

Little Wang Cai suddenly shot up! 

However, Little Qilin’s jumping ability was also very good. When one paw went down, Little Wang Cai 

escaped from under its paw, but two of the beautiful tail feathers on the tail were plucked. 

Li Moying quickly raised his hand and held down his divine beast. 

“Lilac Jadeite, come back, don’t mess around!” 

The Little Qilin was obviously afraid of it’s master. After hearing his scolding, it immediately lowered it’s 

head obediently and fell at Li Moying’s feet. 



Huang Yueli also said to Little Phoenix, “Wang Cai, come here too. Lilac Jadeite won’t hurt you 

anymore.” 

However, Little Wang Cai did not buy it, fluttered its wings and screamed: “I won’t come! This Qilin is 

too bad, it bullies this Young Lord every day! Female Devil, you should bake it and eat it! The Qilin Meat 

is delicious, I won’t lie to you!” 

Hearing Little Wang Cai’s words, Little Qilin immediately raised it’s head, glared at him fiercely, and 

stretched out it’s paws threateningly. 

However, when Li Moying looked towards it, the Little Qilin lowered its head again, looking like a good 

baby. 

Little Wang Cai was so angry that it only hated why its strength improved so slowly and still couldn’t 

beat Little Qilin! 

At this moment, it felt extremely regretful. Before, it didn’t cultivate well and only knew how to eat… 

“Wang Cai, come here!” Huang Yueli urged. 

However, Little Wang Cai flew farther and refused to come. 

Huang Yueli’s face turned dark, and she suddenly felt very embarrassed! 

Look at Li Moying’s divine beast, how well-behaved, how obedient and how cute it was! 

This phoenix she raised doesn’t respect its master at all! And it was lazy in cultivation! 

Just when Huang Yueli was about to rush over to catch Little Phoenix, Li Moying suddenly snorted and 

gave Little Phoenix a cold look. 

Wang Cai’s wings swayed and it almost hit the ground. 
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Under the heavens, what was more terrifying than the Female Devil? 

That was the husband of the Female Devil… 

Boo hoo, he’s really scary! 

Left with no other choice, Little Wang Cai could only stop obediently, and landed on Huang Yueli’s 

shoulder. 

Huang Yueli saw that it was finally obedient, but her mood became even worse. 

What’s going on? Why was her divine beast so afraid of Li Moying instead of listening to her, the true 

Master? She had really failed too much as a Master! Was it because she had been too kind to this little 

guy? 

It seems that in the future, this little guy must not be so pampered, and it must be trained more! 

Huang Yueli pouted in dissatisfaction. Li Moying was at the side, and had already seen all the changes in 

her expression. 



He laughed softly and said, “You… In the future when we have a baby, you must let me educate the 

child, otherwise you will spoil the child!” 

Huang Yueli rolled her eyes at him and said, “I call this the education of love, do you understand?” 

After finishing speaking, she ignored Li Moying and grabbed the Little Phoenix’s wings, raised it in front 

of her eyes, and asked, “Why did you and Lilac Jadeite come out suddenly? Did you find something?” 

Little Wang Cai kicked hard, trying to break free from her grasp, but Huang Yueli was in a bad mood right 

now, so of course she wouldn’t let it fly away casually. 

Little Phoenix tried a lot, but found it was futile, so it lowered its head and replied obediently: “I sensed 

the energy around me… There should be a lot of fire-type spirit beast crystal core here! There are also a 

lot of ores of the fire attribute! If I can absorb the energy inside, my strength will be greatly improved!” 

“Oh? Really?” Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up! “Where? You two lead the way!” 

As soon as Huang Yueli let go, the Little Phoenix was like a shooting star as a streak of flames trailed 

behind him when he flew out! 

The Little Qilin also jumped lightly and followed. 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying followed the two divine beast cubs, bypassed the hut, continued forward, 

and stopped at a place that looked like a haystack. 

“Where is this… crystal core?” 

Huang Yueli looked left and right, but she didn’t see half a crystal core, only piles of haystacks, and they 

were piled up extremely high! 

Little Wang Cai excitedly exclaimed, “It’s here!” 

With that said, it rushed towards one of the haystacks! 

However, the next moment, it seemed to hit a wall and a loud “bang” resounded! The whole phoenix 

was limply attached to the surface of the haystack, and slid down. 

Huang Yueli was startled suddenly, and hastily rushed up to catch Little Phoenix. 

“Wang Cai, Wang Cai! How are you?!” 

Huang Yueli put her hands on Little Phoenix’s head, and imbued the fire attribute profound energy into 

its body. After a while, Little Wang Cai woke up. 

It looked around in a daze, finally focusing its gaze at the haystack suspiciously. 

“The core is inside this pile of hay, it’s obviously hay, why is it so hard…” 

“Idiot! It’s not hay at all, it’s created by the Saint Iniquitous Shadow with a special array! You’re the only 

idiot who dares to hit it! And you’re really stupid enough to hit it so hard! Hmm, hitting your head so 

hard, would you become more stupid?” A cute girl’s voice sounded beside her. 

This voice sounded childish, but the words she said were so rude! 



Huang Yueli was startled, and hurriedly looked around. 
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She realised that the position where she heard that voice was at her feet. 

And lying there was Li Moying’s Little Qilin, Lilac Jadeite! 

Huang Yueli’s was wide agape before she found her voice and said in surprise, “Moying, you… your Qilin 

is actually a female!” 

Although she had not seen this divine beast of Li Moying’s, but Lilac Jadeite doesn’t like to talk very 

much, and spends most of the time lying silently at Li Moying’s feet, so this was the first time she has 

heard Lilac Jadeite speak! 

Li Moying walked behind her and hugged her slim waist, taking advantage of the fact that she was not 

paying attention, and secretly pecked her pink cheeks. 

“Little Li’er, don’t be angry, if you don’t like the female animal around me, I’ll throw it away!” 

The Little Qilin’s body suddenly trembled! 

Boo hoo, he wouldn’t…would he? She was locked in a secret realm for tens of thousands of years, and 

only after waiting for such a powerful and good looking master, it didn’t want to become an abandoned 

baby without even growing its scales! 

Little Phoenix was instantly complacent, flapping its wings and saying gloatingly: “Female Devil, I support 

you! Hurry up and throw this ugly girl out! This is the most correct decision you have ever made in your 

life!” 

“Who do you say is ugly?? You are ugly!!” 

Little Qilin was immediately angry, hmph! This little brat actually dared to call her ugly, she was a 

peerless beauty among Qilins, alright? 

She couldn’t hold back her anger and immediately forgot Li Moying’s warning, rushed towards Little 

Phoenix again, and slapped him with one paw! 

Little Phoenix quickly escaped! 

The two divine beasts were quiet for less than a quarter of an hour before they started fighting again. 

Huang Yueli held her forehead helplessly, remembering that when they were home, while they were 

intimate, in order to avoid Little Phoenix hiding in her consciousness, she would throw the two mythical 

beasts into the backyard and let them play by themselves. 

Originally, she thought that the two little ones were both cubs of divine beasts, and their attributes were 

not mutually exclusive, so they should be able to play together. 

Unexpectedly, the truth of the matter was actually like this! 

Doesn’t it mean that two tigers cannot be tolerated in one mountain, unless there was one male and 

one female? 



These two were obviously a male and a female? What’s wrong? ? 

(Obviously the race was wrong…) 

Li Moying suddenly coughed heavily, and the two little ones were suddenly startled and quieted down. 

Huang Yueli also reacted and said, “It seems that there are many arrays arranged outside these 

haystacks, so the energy emitted by a large number of spirit beast crystal cores can be hidden, even we 

didn’t find it, only the ancient beasts can sense it. If it weren’t for these two little ones, we would have 

passed so many spirit beast crystal cores!” 

Li Moying frowned and asked, “Little Li’er, do you have any way to crack these arrays?” 

Huang Yueli’s face was full of regret, “This… At present, I can’t think of any way. I don’t know much 

about the arrays of the gods. I couldn’t see it for a while.” 

“What? Then can’t we eat these core?” 

“Dear Sister, think of a way!” 

The two little ones also looked anxious! 

The food was delivered to their mouth, but suddenly was told that they couldn’t eat it! It had never 

been so frustrating before! 

When Huang Yueli heard the words “Miss”, she couldn’t help but turn her head to look at the Little Qilin. 

“Tsk tsk, the little one’s mouth is so sweet! It’s much stronger than the one in my family! Husband, can I 

exchange with you my divine beast?” 
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Huang Yueli looked at Li Moying expectantly. 

Before Li Moying could speak, Little Phoenix almost jumped! 

“Female Devil!! How could you treat me like this!! I’m so handsome, so talented, and most importantly, 

I’ve been with you for so many years! How could you abandon me!!” 

Li Moying glanced at him coldly, “Shut up, who allowed you to talk to your master like this?” 

Little Wang Cai was stared at by him, and he was instantly silenced… 

Huang Yueli laughed, shook her head, and said: “I just said that there is no way to crack these arrays 

now, but if we have time to deduce carefully, we may not be unable to find a way. I think we should go 

to the hut first. Let’s see, if we can find the collections left by Saint Iniquitous Shadow, maybe there will 

be some way to crack it.” 

“What Madame said is true!” Li Moying nodded, and led her and the two little ones towards the 

direction of the hut. 

… 

At the same time, in the inn in Forest Shade Town. 



Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao rushed to the inn, and as soon as they entered Huang Sanbai’s 

room, they collapsed on the chair, looking exhausted. 

“You two have worked hard. How is the situation? Have you found Li Moying?” Huang Sanbai asked 

knowingly. 

Huang Fuzhao picked up the teapot on the table, poured it into his mouth, and drank a whole pot of 

water before he recovered. 

“Who did you find? Elder Sanbai, are you sure that Li Moying really came to Forest Shade Town? Elder 

Shuangyu and I have traveled all over the place in the past two days! I have basically seen everything in 

the range of a hundred miles, but I haven’t found even a ghost!” 

“Isn’t it? It’s really not easy to find someone in this wild place!” Huang Shuangyu also looked worried. 

Huang Sanbai’s eyes flickered slightly, and while personally handing out snacks to the two of them, he 

said, “Have you really traveled all over the area within a radius of a hundred miles? Then… the area due 

to the west of Forest Shade Town is also Have you seen it all? I heard that that area is not safe!” 

Huang Shuangyu immediately sat up straight when she heard the words, and asked in surprise: “Third 

Brother, how do you know that there is a problem with the area west of Forest Shade Town? I was 

about to tell you about it! There is a long and narrow area in the west, surrounded by corpses, and 

countless cultivators died there! Elder Zhao and I originally wanted to go in to find out what happened, 

relying on our own strength in the Dao Profound Realm, but we got lost inside. I’m on my way, and I 

almost can’t come back!” 

Huang Fuzhao also said: “Elder Sanbai, look at the wounds on our bodies, we are in such a mess! 

Ordinary spirit beasts in the barren land are not our opponents at all, and they are all caused by that 

ghost. Made it somewhere!” 

Hearing what they said, Huang Sanbai sighed exaggeratedly. 

“That’s no wonder! I was looking for news in this small town today, and I heard people say that there is 

a very evil sect in the west of Forest Shade Town. It has always been the place where one would be 

placed in danger! From this point of view, Li Moying should have entered this area!” 

“They entered that ghostly place?” Huang Shuangyu frowned, obviously not believing it, “But, Li Moying 

and his guards are only at the Heart Profound Realm! The two of us who are in the Dao Profound Realm 

almost fell in it, and he is such a brat, how dare he break into it? Isn’t this courting death?” 
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Huang Sanbai said slowly: “I don’t know if he is courting death, but it is a fact that you can’t find him in 

other places. Since there is no other possibility, then he can only go to the West!” 

When Huang Fuzhao heard the words, he fell into deep contemplation. 

After a long while, he said: “Elder Sanbai, your analysis is indeed reasonable. Now that I think about it, 

generally such an evil place will have a mystery, whether it is an ancient secret realm, or a place where a 

treasure is born. After all, chances are indispensable. It seems , Li Moying really came here for that 

place!” 



Huang Sanbai nodded and said: “This old man thinks so too! Li Moying, the majestic Young Master of the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan, stopped at such a small place, it is impossible just for some jade quartz mines! If it is 

for the secret realm and treasure, then that’s understandable!” 

Huang Shuangyu ws not a fool, after listening to the analysis of the two, she had to admit that they are 

right. 

However, she still had a sneer on her face, “If he really came here for the treasure in that place, then we 

can save trouble. I think Li Moying has probably died in it! Third brother, did you I don’t know if I’ve 

been to that ghostly place! It’s full of evil qi, and there are all kinds of weird arrays. I see that among the 

corpses on the ground, there are many cultivators with higher cultivation levels than us! Just based on Li 

Moying and the others… … hmph!” 

When Huang Sanbai heard the words, he felt stifled in his heart. 

Of course he knows how dangerous that area is! 

When he followed Li Moying and the others yesterday, he had already experienced it personally! He 

almost lost his life there! In the end, he didn’t dare to continue to follow him. Knowing that the target 

person was nearby, he could only run back in a desperate manner, trying to find another way… 

However, fortunately, he still found a way! 

Thinking of his plan, Huang Sanbai restrained his expressions and movements, for fear of revealing his 

true thoughts. 

He nodded and said: “Second Sister is right! I also think that it is very difficult for Li Moying and the 

others to get out of such a dangerous place! Speaking of which, this kid from the Cloudy Qilin Clan is 

really stupid. The Young Master of the Cloudy Qilin Clan doesn’t want to do it, and the resources of the 

family are not needed, so he insists on marrying a woman from the lower realm, and even goes outside 

to find resources for her… Tsk tsk, it really died for a woman!” 

Huang Sanbai said along with Huang Shuangyu, but he knew very well in his heart that Li Moying’s ability 

was much stronger than what Huang Shuangyu and the others had imagined! 

People who haven’t seen it personally can’t imagine it! 

What’s more, there was Huang Yueli beside him! 

That little girl was also an unreasonably strong existence! 

What’s more, Huang Sanbai saw Huang Yueli break the array technique with his own eyes yesterday. 

That little girl has a map in her hand, and she has such a superb array technique attainment! 

Coupled with Li Moying’s superb ability to control profound energy… 

It might be possible for them to pass through that dangerous area and enter the secret realm! 

However, Huang Sanbai thought so in his heart, but said: “It seems that our task has become much 

easier now! Li Moying died, not only did we not need to do it, but also, we can’t blame our saints 

afterwards.” On the head of the Phoenix Clan! However, there is one last question…” 



“What’s the problem?” Huang Fuzhao asked. 

Huang Sanbai lowered his head slightly, and brought the teacup in front of him to cover up the coldness 

in his eyes. 

“We only speculate that Li Moying is dead, but we haven’t seen his body with our own eyes.” 

Chapter 3510: Isn’t This Courting Death? (3) 

Huang Fuzhao was startled, “That’s right, but… Li Moying and the others entered such a dangerous 

place, can they still come out intact?” 

Huang Sanbai said: “Of course it is impossible to be intact. However, Li Moying is a god-level genius of 

the Cloudy Qilin Clan. How could the old guys from the Cloudy Qilin Clan not give him a life-saving 

artifact? Therefore, if he’s lucky, he can still come out alive.” 

Hearing this, Huang Shuangyu also contemplated for a moment before she nodded slowly in agreement: 

“Third Brother is right! I think it is impossible for Li Moying to die here like this! Besides, even if he really 

did, we still have to confirm this news first, so that we can report back to the Patriarch, right?” 

When Huang Sanbai heard the words, he nodded again and again, “Second Sister still understands me! 

Even if Li Moying is likely to fold here, we have to confirm this. Therefore, in my humble opinion, we 

have to be near that dangerous area. Monitor the situation inside. If Li Moying and the others do not 

show up after a month or two, there is a high possibility that he will die inside. If he suddenly appears…” 

Speaking of which, Huang Sanbai paused. 

Huang Shuangyu frowned, “What if that kid comes out alive?” 

Huang Fuzhao slapped his thigh sharply, “Elder Shuangyu, does that need to be said? If that kid comes 

out alive, we just take advantage of him and kill him on the spot! Think about it, even if he can save his 

life, he will be injured. It won’t be light, we can easily kill him with a shot!” 

The corners of Huang Sanbai’s mouth rose slightly, indescribably satisfied. 

These two elders have been cultivating in the family all the year round. They don’t have enough 

experience. They don’t know that people’s hearts are sinister. 

Huang Fuzhao also took the initiative to say what he didn’t say! 

Now, Huang Fuzhao came up with this idea, and if the family investigates it in the future, he will be able 

to clear the relationship. 

Huang Sanbai was proud in his heart, but his face did not show, he said indifferently: “As Elder Zhao 

said, we will kill Li Moying in the jungle, there is another advantage, no one can tell that Li Moying died 

in our hands! He died in the process of searching for the secret realm, in short, it has nothing to do with 

our Sacred Phoenix Clan!” 

Both Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao’s eyes lit up, and they repeatedly praised Huang Sanbai for 

being thoughtful. 



Huang Sanbai cupped her hands and said humble words, but she was already thinking about the next 

step after killing Li Moying and Huang Yueli. 

Finally, he opened his mouth and proposed: “I am afraid that the task of monitoring in the dangerous 

area will be handed over to the Second Sister and the Elder Zhao. I have other things here. In order to 

avoid accidents in the process of killing Li Moying, I plan to contact the branch of the ‘Dark Lord’ and 

borrow a few experts to help.” 

When Huang Sanbai said these words, Huang Shuangyu and Huang Fuzhao were both stunned. 

There was a station of the killer organization “Dark Lord” in Forest Shade Town, which they discovered 

when they first came. 

However, a few of them didn’t take it to heart, let alone ask each other for help. 

Although Li Moying was a god-level genius born every 10,000 years, but with a few guards who are not 

top powerhouses, Huang Shuangyu and the others believe that they are enough to deal with it. 

“Elder Sanbai, you must be thinking too much, right? Isn’t it just a matter of dealing with a few 

cultivators in the Heart Profound Realm, making such a fuss? Hiring a Dark Lord killer is not a small 

expense?” Huang Shuangyu frowned. 


